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Abstract

We propose an abstraction method for open-world environments expressed as Factored Markov Decision Processes (FMDPs) with very large state and action spaces. Our method prunes state and action variables that are irrelevant to the optimal value function on the state subspace the agent would visit when following any optimal policy from the initial state. This method thus enables tractable fast planning within large open-world FMDPs.

Introduction

In large, open-world scenarios, intelligent agents will be faced with environments described by a prohibitively large number of state and action variables. However, most of these variables will be irrelevant to any specific goal. A general-purpose agent that must solve many different tasks in such open worlds cannot rely on hand-curated compact models, but is also unlikely to be able to plan in the presence of large numbers of irrelevant variables. It must therefore discern the relevant aspects of the environment on its own.

Factored Markov Decision Processes (FMDPs) offer a structured formalism to model such large sequential decision-making problems. Existing algorithms have attempted to exploit this structure in the transition and reward functions of FMDPs to perform abstraction (Boutilier, Dearden, and Goldszmidt 1995) and thus avoid the combinatorial explosion from planning in large FMDPs. However, even these methods often fail at open-world scale.

We propose a novel abstraction algorithm called task scoping for FMDPs augmented with a start condition. Task scoping abstracts away any state variables that either 1) cannot affect any state variables mentioned in the reward function or 2) guaranteed to have the “correct” value throughout the agent’s trajectory, and so can be ignored.

Our algorithm then returns a ‘scoped’ FMDP with state and action spaces that only contain variables and actions relevant to the current task. The state space size is at most the same as the original, but in most cases is much smaller. Any FMDP planner can be used to compute a policy in this abstract FMDP, and this policy can then be directly transferred to the original FMDP.

Methodology

Task scoping (TS in Figure 1, pseudo-code in Algorithm 1) performs a form of temporally-abstracted least commitment planning (Weld 1994), via goal-regression: monitoring whether each new sub-goal has a causal link from the start condition (PROCESS_CONDITIONS), and whether each new action threatens existing causal links (FIND_THREATS). The intuition being– if a goal is
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attainable–there exists some sequence of actions, that either affects the goal condition directly, or affects preconditions of actions that affect the goal condition, and so on. Our algorithm alternates between PROCESS_CONDITIONS and FIND_THREATS, reducing the FMDP state and action space, without actually planning or rendering the optimal policy infeasible. The current implementation uses the theorem prover z3 to check whether the start condition implies each condition (De Moura and Björner 2008).

Algorithm 1 All defined variables are taken in as arguments.

```python
1: procedure SCOPE_TASK(s0, g, actions)
2: discovered_conds = g.split_conjuncts()
3: agenda = g.split_conjuncts()
4: used_actions = []
5: while not agenda.empty() do
6: PROCESS_CONDITIONS()
7: FIND_THREATS()
8: relevant_conds = discovered_conds - causal_links
9: relevant_state_vars = ∪c∈relevant_conds c.vars
10: return (relevant_state_vars, used_skills)
```

Conclusion and Future Work

We propose task scoping, which leverages knowledge of an agent’s initial state, to prune states irrelevant to the optimal value function from the FMDP. Preliminary experiments on large multi-passenger taxi-domains indicate that our method enables state-of-the-art FMDP planners to solve otherwise-intractable problems. In the future, we hope to test our algorithm on all International Planning Competition domains and truly ‘open-world’ video game or robotics domains expressed as massive partially-observable FMDPs.
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